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Executive summary
As part of the FLOURISH project, OPM Group ran four focus groups with members of the public
(35 participants) and conducted five depth telephone interviews with carers in February 2017.
The purpose of the research was to explore the development of driverless vehicle technology for
older people and those with mobility issues.
Across the groups and interviews there was a high level of interest and enthusiasm for discussing
this topic. Participants with moderate health conditions and impairments which affected their
mobility and independence, especially those in the younger age groups, tended to be the most
positive about the potential of driverless vehicles to improve the quality of their lives.
Many participants who were positive about driverless vehicle emphasised that using driverless
vehicles involved a ‘leap of faith’ and emphasised that they would be cautious initially when
using them. However, it was also common for participants to point to examples of technology
that was initially novel but which had quickly become “normal” and relied upon.
Across the groups and interviews, participants’ primary concerns and questions focused on the
safety and viability of the technology:
•
•
•

How will the vehicle safely negotiate traffic and other obstacles safely and efficiently,
especially if it will be sharing the road with non-driverless vehicles?
Will the technology be reliable? What happens if the vehicle breaks down mid-journey or is
involved in an accident?
How would the vehicle manage parking and would the vehicles be affordable to purchase or
hire?

Alongside safety and viability, other priority issues that were raised included:
•

•

•

Widespread concern that the vehicles might not be affordable for people, especially when
first launched. Participants suggested hire schemes and government subsidies might help to
make these vehicles affordable.
Training and support to use driverless vehicles was widely seen as a priority by many. It was
often suggested that people in oldest age groups, who were not confident technology users,
would need a greater level of reassurance, training and support before they could appreciate
the benefits of and consider using driverless vehicles.
A few participants felt that it would be important to manage demand for driverless vehicles.
If they became highly accessible there could be a surge in use, leading to an increase in
congestion, energy use and potentially health problems such as obesity, if users became too
reliant on them to get around.

Likelihood of using
Focus group participants were asked to say how likely or unlikely they would be to use driverless
vehicles if they became available within a year and had been deemed safe to use. As shown in
Flourish Public Research: Spring 2017
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the table below, the majority of participants across the groups indicated that they would be
fairly or very likely to use driverless vehicles. However, when it came to the current drivers in
the 70+ and 80+ group, a slight majority placed themselves on the ‘unlikely’ side of the scale.
Across the groups, the key reasons for selecting an unlikely position on the scale included the
technology and concept raising too many concerns and unanswered questions as well as concerns
about the potential for the technology to malfunction and for accidents, especially if the
vehicles shared the roads with non-driverless vehicles.
Table 1. Likelihood of using driverless vehicles
1 - Very
unlikely

2

3

Group 1: Mix of 70+ & 80+,
current drivers, urban

1

3

1

Group 2: Mix of 70+ & 80+,
never driven/ given-up /
driven by someone else,
suburban

2

Group 3: Mix of 50+ & 60+
Mix of current drivers/
given up driving / never
driven, suburban

1

Group 4: Mix of under 55s
and over 55, those relying
on assistive mobility
technology, urban
TOTALS

4

1

1

4

4

1

1

5

6

7

8

9 - Very
likely

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

6

4

5

6

4

User needs during a journey
Participants were asked to consider the needs of a connected driverless vehicle user during a
journey through a case study exercise. The key messages are summarised below.
•

•

There was firm agreement that whatever the type of Human Machine Interface (HMI) that is
developed it must be as simple and user friendly as possible, and there must be a few
different types of interface so that people with different communication needs are catered
for.
Most said that voice control should be the primary form of HMI because it has the potential
to be intuitive and accessible to the broadest range of users. Those who supported this
approach included older participants who were not confident technology users and those do
not currently use a voice control interface in their everyday lives.
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•

Participants want to be able to control the amount of information and interaction associated
with a journey. The choices they make will depend on personal preferences and the type of
journey taking place.
Feeling safe and secure while travelling was a top priority: with many requesting some form
of panic button and line of communication with carers, relatives and emergency services.
There also needs to be clear systems and procedures in place for when a problem emerges,
for example, if the technology malfunctions, or the user has a health-related emergency.
Comfortable and accessible vehicle design was seen as very important. Most participants said
that the vehicle needs to have comfortable and adjustable seating, the vehicle should have
plenty of leg room and height.
There were mixed views about what connected driverless vehicle should look like, including
the interior. A few suggested that the vehicle did not need to look anything like a
conventional car. By contrast, others suggested that mimicking a conventional car might be
reassuring for some users.
Participants were keen that driverless vehicles should make the most of the vehicle’s
connectedness, for e.g. negotiating traffic and road incidents, providing updates about the
vehicles progress to whoever you were meeting, and sharing information with trusted
individuals or services in the event of an emergency.
Across the groups and interviews, a small number of participants raised concerns about the
potential for a user’s personal data including their movements in the vehicle to be
intercepted and misused. However, concerns about the overall safety and reliability of the
vehicles appeared to take precedence and tended to be discussed in greater detail.

•

•

•

•

•

Box. 1. Summary of HMI Features
•

Personalised profile option e.g. by inserting a smart card when in the car

•

CAV identifies itself to the booked passenger e.g. through name / flashing light

•

New user induction/training

•

Voice Control as primary HMI, alongside other options e.g. touchscreen

•

Large screens, simple layouts, bold colour schemes and very simple menus and navigation

•

ETA information available at all times

•

Journey confirmation and the ability to modify details e.g. add pick-up points

•

Confirmation the vehicle has required charge/fuel

•

Panic button for emergencies and a line of communication with external parties.

•

Temperature and window control

•

Entertainment options e.g. ability to watch film, access internet

•

A ‘leisure’ mode e.g. highlighting points of interest or taking a scenic route
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1.

Introduction

The FLOURISH project has developed in response to Innovate UK’s Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles Collaboration Research & Development competition. The three-year project, worth £5.5
million, seeks to develop products and services that maximise the benefits of Connected and
Autonomous vehicles for users and transport authorities. By adopting a user-centred approach,
FLOURISH aims to achieve a better understanding of consumer demands and expectations,
including the implications and challenges of an ageing society.
FLOURISH sets out to identify innovative solutions that address two distinct but related topics
within the connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) market which will help to realise market
readiness of CAVs:
•

Customer Interaction focusing on the customers’ needs and experience when using the
technology; and

•

Connectivity focusing on effective data analytics and ensuring that the cyber security and
wireless connectivity elements of CAVs are safe by design.

The project has the following objectives:
1. Develop an understanding and articulation of user needs and expectations of CAVs to
maximise the mobility potential they offer.
2. Develop usable adaptive interfaces, performance certification processes, products and
services that enable secure, trustworthy and private technology within CAVs.
3. Capitalise on the large volume of data created by CAVs to develop innovative new tools and
products.
4. Leverage existing investment in the Bristol City-Region to expand validation and test
capabilities in both urban and interurban networked environments and enhance the
commercial opportunities this will deliver.

WP3: Understanding user needs and experience
There are several core strands of ‘research’ in FLOURISH, each contained in a work package
(WP). This report is concerned with WP3 which aims to gain an understanding of customers’
needs and experiences when using CAVs.
It is anticipated that older adults with ageing-related impairments will be a particular
beneficiary of such technology, allowing them to continue to be active contributors to the
economy and society. As a consequence, there is a deliberate focus on the needs of this group,
hopefully accelerating their ability to become early adopters of CAVs. Alongside older people, it
is anticipated that people with some form of assistive mobility technology may also benefit from
the use of CAVs.
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To build an understanding of customers’ needs and experiences, in each year of the FLOURISH
project, OPM Group are conducting a round of research and engagement involving members of
the public and stakeholders. Year 1 included the following activities:
Literature review: The University of the West of England and OPM Group undertook a literature
review to explore the evidence about the user needs and experiences of older people in relation
to Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs).
Stakeholder engagement: OPM Group organised a workshop and small number of telephone
interviews with key stakeholders to understand older people’s current use of and attitudes
towards technology and who and how CAVs might be used by target groups.
Research with public: OPM Group ran a series of focus groups with members of the public and
telephone interviews with carers over February 2017 to understand needs and expectations
relating to CAV including views about the human machine interface. Target groups included:
a.
b.
c.
d.

people who are 70-years and above at the time of taking part;
people in their 50s and 60s at the time of taking part;
people who currently rely on some form of assistive mobility technology; and
people who are relatives and/or carers of those who are 70+ or who rely on a form of
assistive mobility technology.

OPM Group’s research and engagement is designed to complement and inform the simulator and
pod trials that are being undertaken by University of the West of England, Designability and
other partners.

This research
This research had the following aims:
•
•
•
•

To understand participants’ attitudes towards the concept of CAVs including how likely they
would be to use them.
To understand participants’ views on the challenges, benefits and opportunities associated
with the development of CAVs aimed at older people and those with mobility needs.
To understand users’ needs and expectations at different stages of a CAV journey and what
this might mean for the design of the vehicle and the technology.
To understand participants’ specific needs and preferences relating to the Human Machine
Interface (HMI) which is the means by which users would give and receive information and
control different features of the vehicle.

1.1.

Methodology

The focus groups and interviews covered the following topics:
•

Introductions: participants said where they were based, how they get around and their
instant reaction to the words “driverless vehicles”
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•
•

•

Likelihood of using a CAV: participants were asked to say how likely they would be to use
connected driverless vehicles if they had deemed to be safe to us by the government.
The reasons for and against using driverless vehicles: Participants were asked to explore
the reasons for and against using driverless vehicles, exploring issues such as safety, cost,
security and their impact on user’s quality of life.
Exploring a user and journey and the HMI: Participants were asked to consider a case study
which set out a fictional user and journey and to explore what their needs would be at
different stages of the journey and in terms of what they might expect from the Human
Machine Interface (HMI).

A copy of the focus group topic guide can be found in Appendix A.

1.2.

About the participants

The table below provides a summary of the profile of participants across the groups and
interviews.
Table 2. Participant profiles
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

9 participants

10 participants

9 participants

7 participants

Urban

Suburban

Suburban

Urban

Mix of 70+ and 80+

Mix of 70+ and 80+

Mix of 50+ and 60+

Current drivers

Mix of those who
have given up
driving, those
driven by someone
else, those who
have never driven

Mix of current
drivers, those who
have given up
driving, those who
have never driven

At least half the
group aged 55 or
under

Gender split,
educational
attainment and
ethnicity broadly
in line with age
group in
recruitment area
London
Mix of attitudes
towards/use of
technology e.g.
the internet

Gender split,
educational
attainment and
ethnicity broadly in
line with age group
in recruitment area
Croydon
Mix of attitudes
towards/use of
technology e.g. the
internet

Gender split,
educational
attainment and
ethnicity broadly in
line with UK
Croydon
Mix of attitudes
towards/use of
technology e.g. the
internet

People who rely on
some form of
assistive mobility
technology (e.g.
wheelchair,
mobility scooter,
community
transport)

One-to-one
interviews (5)
Carers and
relatives of
people who
have the profile
of Group 2 and
4 participants
Mix of attitudes
towards/use of
technology e.g.
the internet

Gender split,
educational
attainment and
ethnicity broadly in
line with UK
London
Mix of attitudes
towards/use of
technology e.g. the
internet
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2.

Initial reactions

2.1.

Initial reactions to connected driverless vehicles

Across the focus groups and interviews there was a high level of interest and enthusiasm when it
came to exploring driverless vehicle technology aimed at older people. When asked to consider
connected driverless vehicles participants responded in the following ways:

Anticipated benefits
Participants who stood to benefit from using driverless vehicles e.g. those with moderate health
conditions and impairments which affected their mobility and independence, and those who
were reliant on others to get around, tended to be the most positive about the potential of
driverless vehicles to improve the quality of their lives.
“I feel positive. I’ve never learned to drive. I can see me in the future that driverless vehicles
would be useful because I have osteoarthritis – the freedom for me to go out without having to
bring along a driver with me would great.” Group 3
“I lost some of my sight after suffering from a stroke. I think driverless vehicles could be
amazing, at the moment I am so reliant on others all the time. I’d love it, to be able to do my
own thing.” Group 2
When it came to people with more profound and complex health needs and those in the later
stages of dementia it was suggested by two carer interviewees that these groups would be
unlikely to use a driverless vehicle unaccompanied and might struggle to appreciate the benefits
of using these vehicles.
“I think it might be very frightening for older people or people who have less intellectual
ability to understand what's going on.” Carer
However, one carer noted that if they were freed up from driving they could better attend to
the needs of the person they cared for during journeys.
Across the groups, it was often suggested that people in oldest age groups would need a greater
level of reassurance and support in order to see the benefits of driverless vehicles.

Initial panic and a loss of control
Several of the participants who were current drivers said that faced with the prospect of using a
driverless vehicle they might feel a sense of panic, because it would involve giving up control of
the vehicle and adopting a more passive role when making a journey.
“What do I do with my hands and feet?!” Group 1
“My reaction would be “help!” – it’s hard to get into a car after being so used to driving. For
me just sitting there would take a lot of getting used to.” Group 1
Flourish Public Research: Spring 2017
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Reflecting on the initial reaction further, a few participants suggested that your sense of panic
would be likely to fade quite quickly as you became more comfortable with the concept.
A small number of participants who were current drivers stated that as they got older and their
health deteriorated, the control that they exercised whilst driving was something which they
valued for giving them a continued sense of independence. Other current drivers stated that
they enjoyed driving and would be reluctant to give up driving all together.
“I would welcome them from the start. But it would take all the fun out of driving, I
wouldn’t like to lose the right to drive. I’d hate to lose the option of taking out my old
sports car out for a drive.” Carer
“I like to be in control, I am gradually losing my independence as my condition gets worse.
While I can drive, I want to. Driverless vehicles would be taking all decisions away from
me.” Group 4

Comparisons with existing technology
It was quite common for participants across the groups and interviews to have some familiarity
with the concept of driverless vehicles and with specific projects. For example, a few cited news
items around the topic and some were aware of “the Google driverless car” project. Participants
also frequently drew attention to similar forms of technology which were now regarded as safe
and “normal”. For example, a few identified self-parking functions in cars, several also
identified self-driven trains (the DLR) and the autopilot function in aeroplanes.
Drawing attention to these examples gave a few participants across the groups a sense of
optimism that we are already at least part of the way towards making driverless vehicles a
reality. By contrast, a few participants felt much more uncertain about the viability of driverless
vehicles. This was because of the perceived scale of technical and logistical challenges and the
many unanswered questions associated with developing them.
“I am very open-minded but I can see there will be a lot of obstacles to overcome before it
becomes mainstream. I am still not sure I will see it in my lifetime, but who knows.” Group 3
When considering driverless vehicles, a few participants across each of the groups pointed to
problems they encountered with current technology, which hinted at the challenges that might
be faced when developing driverless vehicle technology. For example, several participants
pointed to the fact that Satnavs often have incorrect or out of date map information, so they
can end up taking you on a longer than necessary route or to the wrong place.

Questions and concerns
Across the groups and interviews participants from all backgrounds often had immediate
questions and concerns related to the safety and reliability of connected driverless vehicle
technology:
•

How will the vehicle safely negotiate traffic and other obstacles? Especially if it will be
sharing the road with non-driverless vehicles?
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•
•

Will the technology be reliable, and what happens if the vehicle breaks down mid-journey or
is involved in an accident?
How would the vehicle manage parking and would the vehicles be affordable to purchase or
hire?

2.2.

Likelihood of using

Image from Focus Group 3
Having given their initial views on connected driverless vehicles, focus group participants were
asked to say how likely or unlikely they would be to use them if they had been deemed safe to
use by the government.
As shown above, this involved asking participants to place a post-it with their initials on it on an
unlikely-likely scale, and to explain their response. To help them to make sense of this question,
the facilitator compared driverless vehicles in this hypothetical scenario to products like
microwaves and mobile phones, which may have been unfamiliar and novel when they were first
introduced to consumers.
As shown in Table 3 below, the majority of participants across the four groups indicated that
they would fairly or very likely to use driverless vehicles. However, when it came to the current
drivers in the 70+ and 80+ group, a majority placed themselves on the ‘unlikely’ side of the
scale.
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Table 3. Likelihood of using driverless vehicles
1 - Very
unlikely

2

3

1

3

1

Group 1: Mix of 70+ & 80+,
current drivers, urban
Group 2: Mix of 70+ & 80+,
never driven/ given-up /
driven by someone else,
suburban

2

Group 3: Mix of 50+ & 60+
Mix of current drivers/
given up driving / never
driven, suburban

1

Group 4: Mix of under 55s
and over 55, those relying
on assistive mobility
technology, urban
TOTALS

4

1

1

4

4

1

1

5

6

7

8

9 - Very
likely

1

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

6

4

5

6

4

The figure below provides illustrative quotes which capture participant’s main reasons for
selecting their position on the unlikely-likely scale.
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Figure 1. Likelihood of using driverless vehicles: explanations

Likely
“I’d jump at the chance - driverless vehicles would be amazing, at the moment I am reliant
on others all the time.” Group 2
“After a lifetime of driving, driverless vehicles would free me up to make better use of
journey times” Group 1
“If they invest enough time and money in getting them right I’m sure they’d end up safer
than what we’re driving now.” Group 3

Not sure
“I’d want to wait and see what happens before I’d consider using one.” Group 2
“There are too many unknowns for me to have a strong position either way.” Group 3
“I’d want more reassurances that they are safe.” Group 2

Unlikely
“I’d feel enormously vulnerable in a driverless vehicle, especially if I was sharing the road
with cars that weren’t driverless.” Group 1
“There are too many technical and logistical challenges that I haven’t got answers to.”
Group 1
“I feel too old and settled in my ways to try something like this now. I’m happy with how I
do things at the moment. Group 2
“Driverless vehicles would be taking all decisions away from me.” Group 4
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Towards the end of the sessions participants were asked to say if they would change their
position on the unlikely-likely scale having now discussed the topic in greater detail. The main
factors driving any shifts in participant’s scale positions have been summarised below.
More likely
It was quite common for participants to say that having discussed the topic they now felt that
they would be more likely to use a driverless vehicle. In most cases this was because they now
felt more clear about the potential benefits, which included:
•

•

The fact that driverless vehicle could have an important role to play in protecting older
people’s independence, especially for those who can no longer drive and those who are
beginning to lose confidence.
Because they would make getting around (e.g. shopping or visiting friends and family) much
more easy and convenient, especially when compared with using public transport.

“I’d move to the right because I think it would be lovely to call a car and then just go off
wherever I want, without standing waiting for a bus, and avoiding taking my heavy shopping on
the buses.” Group 2
A few participants said that they shifted to the right because they now felt reassured that lots of
work was being done to make driverless vehicles succeed:
“I’d move more towards very likely because I feel more positive that things are being thought in
real detail.” Group 1
A few participants said that they would be very likely to use driverless vehicles providing:
•
•
•

They operated in separate lanes or non-driverless vehicles were phased out.
The makers could guarantee they users would be very safe.
The companies responsible for operating driverless vehicles and the infrastructure had
integrity and were truly committed to delivering a comfortable and safe service rather
prioritising profits above all else.

No movement
A few participants across the groups said that they would not shift their position on the scale
until FLOURISH had made more progress and more information became available about how safe
they were and whether you would be able to easily get help in an emergency. Another
participant said that she would need lots of training and encouragement before she’d be able to
select a more likely position on the scale.
“I think it could be overwhelming. I would need a lot of training to move to the right on that
scale. I’d need some human support. Lots of human guidance” Group 2
Less likely
Several participants across the groups said that they now felt less likely that they would use a
connected driverless vehicle. Two participants said that they would be more unlikely because
the discussions had highlighted how many unanswered questions there were (e.g. how safe
Flourish Public Research: Spring 2017
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would they be? how much would they cost?). One participant said that having discussed the topic
she now felt more unsure because there was the potential that her personal data might be missused. She also still had concerns about whether the technology would be safe and reliable.

2.3.

Barriers and enablers

Participants were asked to explore the reasons for and against using driverless vehicles. As these
conversations progressed a number of barriers and enablers emerged when it came to developing
and promoting connected driverless vehicles. These have been summarised in the table below.
Table 4. Summary of barriers and enablers
Barriers

Enablers
Safety and reliability

•

Concerns about the safety and reliability
of the vehicles were widespread, for
example, their ability to find addresses,
and negotiate past obstacles and
through traffic.

•

•

•

In one group it was suggested that
endorsement of driverless vehicles by
the government and by trusted
organisations such as Age UK could help
to instil confidence in the use of
driverless vehicles.
When discussing safety, a few
participants across the groups made the
point that driverless vehicles would
eliminate accidents and fatalities linked
with human error, so statistically
speaking, driving would become safer.
It was suggested that highlighting
existing technology that is similar may
help to convince people that we are
making good progress in developing
driverless vehicles (for e.g. assistive
driving technology, autopilot on
aeroplanes, the self-operating Docklands
Light Railway).

Independence, control and ownership
•

A few of the current driver participants
said that driverless vehicles could be
seen leading to a loss of control,
especially when first using them.

•

Vehicles could support greater
independence and control. For example,
the ability be more spontaneous when
going out, to make a greater variety of
trips, making travelling more
convenient, and tackling loneliness and
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•

•

•

•

Older drivers in particular may enjoy
driving and value the sense of control
that it gives them.
One current driver said that owning
particular models of car is a way in
which people express their sense of self
and their individuality. However, to be
viable, driverless vehicles might become
more and more uniform.
Hired vehicles might be in high demand
and hard to book at the time you needed
them.
A few participants across the groups
warned that an over reliance on
driverless vehicles could lead to more
obesity and poor health and possibly an
inability for people to navigate for
themselves.

•

•

•

social isolation. Several participants said
that these benefits should be highlighted
in any marketing and awareness raising
activities.
Participants emphasised that people
with a wide range of needs have the
potential to benefit for example, people
with limited mobility who can’t drive,
those who have never driven or have
given up for different reasons, people
with medical conditions that make
driving more difficult.
One participant noted that if the
vehicles are connected and centrally
managed the fleet of vehicles can be
optimised to meet demand.
A few participants stated that during
journeys, driverless vehicles could free
up drivers to use their time differently/
more productively (e.g. work, leisure).

Confidence with technology and encouraging use of driverless vehicles
•

Many participants made the point that
older people, especially those who have
never driven or given up driving, may
lack the skills, motivation and
confidence to learn and use driverless
vehicles.

•

•

•

A key message from across the groups
and interviews was the need to make
the vehicles and the HMI as simple and
intuitive to use as possible to use.
Participants who said they were lacking
in confidence when it came to the use of
technology indicated that training
schemes and free trials to build
confidence and buy-in would help, as
would seeing others using them
successfully.
A few participants made the point that
in a few decades, older people are likely
to be more comfortable with technology
and willing to try new things.
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Anticipated costs and the ownership of the vehicles
•

•

•

•

Many participants across the groups and
• Reflecting on the potential for high
interviews had a concern that using
costs, it was common to suggest that
driverless vehicles could be too
hire schemes and government subsidies
expensive for people on average incomes
could help to widen access and
or pensions, especially when the
affordability.
vehicles first come on to the market.
Current drivers in particular were
concerned about potentially having to
give up or modify your existing (nondriverless) vehicle (which would be
costly).
Managing demand for driverless vehicles
A few participants across two of the
groups suggested that driverless vehicles
may be so popular or convenient that
the roads might become congested,
leading to pollution and or high energy
demands.
There were widespread initial concerns
about a lack of available parking spaces.

•

•

•

Reflecting on the energy demands and
potential pollution, it was common for
participants to anticipate that the
vehicle would have electric engines and
or use renewable energy sources. This
would help to ‘green’ the vehicles.
A few of the participants who were more
confident with technology suggested
that hire schemes and the
connectedness of the vehicles might
mean we need fewer vehicles to service
a population.
As participants explored the theme of
the connected autonomous vehicle
more, it was common to suggest that
they could drop-off the user near to
their destination and then find a parking
space elsewhere or attend to another
job, providing there was time.
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3.

User/journey case studies

Across the groups participants were asked to consider a specific user and journey capturing
different types of journeys and user needs. Across the groups participants tended to discuss and
explore their own needs and preferences and rather than on the specifics of the case study.

3.1.

Preparing and planning for a journey

Building confidence and capability
Before planning a journey participants across a few of the groups suggested that there would
probably need to some kind of training session so that potential users understood how to operate
a driverless vehicle and knew what to expect on a journey in different circumstances. It was
emphasised that training would be particularly important for older users, and any training should
be delivered face-to-face for those lacking confidence.
Other points related to training and confidence included:
•

•

A view that the first journey a user makes would be important, especially for someone
lacking in confidence. If the experience was negative they could be put off using driverless
vehicles.
One focus group participant suggested that any driverless vehicle user should probably be
required to receive some safety instructions – like you get before a plane departs – to run
through what to do in emergencies.

Booking the vehicle and the journey
Participants had a few suggestions when it came to booking the vehicle and journey if the
vehicle was not privately owned. Many suggested that the booking could be completed online via
a computer or mobile phone app. For those not comfortable with these devices it was suggested
that making a booking by ringing a telephone line might be a sensible option. A couple of other
participants suggested the use of a mobile app to make a booking.
It was felt to be important that users could easily and quickly amend their booking if their
circumstances or needs changed. Building on this point, participants recognised that if the
vehicle was being hired, the vehicle might only be available for a set amount of time and the
user might incur an additional cost if they ended up extending their journey time.
If the vehicle was privately owned a few participants suggested making the booking via a tablet
or computer which could be linked up to the vehicle through an internet connection. For those
who could not easily use computers some suggested that the booking could be made by using
voice commands or by selecting some options on a touchscreen, as you would when programming
a Satnav.
When making the booking, participants identified the following needs:
•

Selecting your destination
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•
•
•

•

Saying when you wanted to be collected and when you’d need to depart to arrive in time of
any appointment.
The estimated journey time based on distance, route and anticipated traffic levels.
Your preferred route – a few participants across the different groups suggested that you
should be able to choose have the choice of taking the most direct route or a more scenic
route. A small number of participants suggested that if the journey had more of a leisure
focus, the vehicle booking process might include information about points of interest along
the way so that these could be programmed into the journey.
The kind of vehicle you would want, based on an assumption that there might be different
types of vehicles suited to different needs and requirements. For example, you might need a
larger vehicle if you had large items you wanted to transport or a vehicle that was specially
designed for blind and partially sighted people.

“You should be able to specify the vehicle you want. Clearly not a one-size-fits-all car. There
need to be cars for general elderly and some for those with specific disabilities.” Group 3
•
•
•

•
•

By contrast, a few participants said that the vehicle design needs to be as adaptable as
possible to different needs so that there are not lots of different models.
Several participants suggested that you might also want to travel with your pet.
When it came to the range of vehicles on offer a few participants made the point that at
least in the early phases of launching driverless vehicles it might make more economic sense
to have few rather than more designs to help keep costs down.
It was common to request the ability to pre-plan some stop-offs along the way, especially if
it was a long journey, or you needed to pick someone up along the way.
Participants emphasised that it would be important that any user could easily override or
modify elements of the journey once the vehicle had set off.

A user profile
Participants across a few of the groups suggested that if you were booking the vehicle it might
be sensible to have a registered profile and some associated preferences (e.g. a user might like
having regular progress updates about their journey, others might want far fewer). Each
person’s profile settings might be the default options that you would either approve or change
when making a booking.
In one group, participants suggested that for users with poor health and those suffering from
‘episodic’ health conditions it would be especially helpful to have your health records and NHS
number included as part of your registered profile. It was suggested that if the vehicles were
monitoring your health and your vital signs dipped in some way health services would be alerted
and could assist you, where necessary. Alternately, it was suggested that this information could
be inputted into the vehicle and the wider network by inserting a smart card into the vehicle.
This would mean that health services could coordinate a response with the driverless vehicle if
the user had a health emergency.

3.2.

Getting into the vehicle and setting off

Getting to the vehicle
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Participants tended to agree that the user would want to be notified when the vehicle was on its
way and was ready to receive you so that you did not have to wait around at the collection point
for it to arrive. For people with mobility needs it would be important that the vehicle came as
close to where you were based as possible, to avoid any difficult journeys.
A few participants made the point that the vehicle would need to be easy to identify and there
might need to be design features which helped to alert users that it was their car which had
arrived, for e.g. a flashing light or voice reminder as you approached the vehicle.
Getting into the vehicle
When it comes to the doors of the vehicle most participants suggested that these should open
automatically so frail or disabled users could enter the vehicle more easily. It was common for
participants to prefer sliding doors rather than those which open outwards.
Participants discussed how the vehicle might accommodate wheelchair users or those on
mobility scooters. It was suggested that there might need to be larger sized vehicles and larger
sized doors which could accommodate people who wanted to stay put in their wheel chair or
mobility scooter during the journey.
For driverless vehicles which could accommodate wheelchairs, participants suggested that they
would need a sliding extendable ramp to help people getin and out of the vehicle from the curb.
It was suggested that this feature might also be beneficial for non-wheel chair users who were
very frail and or had limited mobility.
Participants from across the groups felt that it would be important to design accessible storage
facilities in the vehicle which would be accessible for people with limited strength and mobility.
It was common for participants to suggest that the vehicles would benefit from having hand rails
or handles of some sort to help you to steady yourself as you stepped in and sat down and to
help you leave the vehicle.
Once sitting in the vehicle, it would be good if the vehicle had a way of confirming the details of
your booking before you departed, in case you had forgotten any details, had made a mistake in
your booking, or wanted to make a change.

3.3.

Feeling comfortable and secure during the journey

Feeling comfortable during the journey
Comfortable and adaptable seating was a top priority across the groups and interviews, when it
came to the design of the vehicle. This should include: the ability to recline the seats which
could help users to rest and relax, which was felt to be particularly important when going on
long journeys. Other requests related to the seating included the ability to:
•
•
•

raise the head support.
swivel the seats (to make entering and leaving easier, this was seen as important for people
who were frail or a wheelchair user);
bring additional cushions (this was made by a carer who was reflecting on the needs of her
elderly mother who liked to do this when she was being driven by car) and
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•

face forwards in the vehicle.

Many participants across the groups and interviews felt that the vehicle need to be reasonably
spacious and provide sufficient leg room. This was seen as particularly important for older and
frail people who can suffer from pain and discomfort when sitting in confined spaces.
Participants also suggested that the vehicle should have a reasonable height to avoid users
having to stoop down to get in and out of the vehicle. Spacious and accessible storage space
would also be important.
Easy control over the temperature, lighting level and opening and closing windows were seen as
important when it came to making journeys comfortable.
Entertainment and communication facilities were widely requested by participants. This
included the ability to watch films, listen to the radio or music. A few said that they would
expect to be able to access to the internet during the journey, especially since this was a
‘connected’ vehicle. Having some form of entertainments was seen as especially important on
longer trips.
The ability to make a toilet break when needed was discussed by most groups. A few
participants in one group debated whether it would be sensible or realistic to have toilet
facilities in the vehicle and most came to the conclusion that this might be a difficult and costly
feature to incorporate.
Feeling secure during the journey
Participants discussed the need for comfortable seat belts. A small number of participants
stated that ideally these would not be quite as restrictive as the current designs. For example, it
was suggested that they could be more like the seat belts on aeroplanes, assuming these would
be safe. A few participants requested that seat belts could lock automatically, which might be
helpful for people with limited mobility.
Participants noted that to feel secure you’d need to know that the vehicle was fit for use before
you departed. For example, many said that they would want confirmation that there was
sufficient battery power or fuel to take you to all the way to your destination.
If the vehicle was rented you would want reassurances that any vehicle you were entering was
clear and hygienic. Around this point, one participant suggested that if pets were allowed in and
the next user was allergic to them this could trigger an allergy or pose a health challenge if the
vehicle was not cleaned.
There was a clear and consistent need to have a user-friendly system in place for raising the
alarm and getting help in the event of different types of emergencies, for example health
related, or the car malfunctioning. A few participants across each group suggested the need for
a panic button or line of communication with the emergency services and designated friends,
relatives or carers. This would help to ensure that users of the vehicle would not be left
stranded when there was a problem or forced to resolve a problem on their own. One carer
interviewee suggested that in the event of an emergency the onus should be on the vehicle to
raise alarm and seek assistance rather than relying on the user to do this.
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Participants in one group suggested that if the user had forgotten to take their mobile phone it
would be good if the vehicle had the ability to notify friends, relatives or whoever they were
meeting that this was the case.
In the event of an emergency some wondered whether the vehicle might be able to break with
the speed limits for a limited time (a “blue light” function). For example, if the passenger
needed to go to a hospital.
“Does the vehicle drive at 30mph if you’re having a heart attack in the back, because the
computer says so?” Group 1
Participants anticipated that the vehicles should have airbags and other up-to-date safety
features to help protect users in the event of a crash or the vehicle having to brake suddenly.
Participants in one group suggested that you would need to know about your insurance liability.
E.g. if its shared ownership and you spill a coffee or damage the vehicle who is liable for that?
More broadly one participant said that any user would be keen to know what the terms and
conditions are when it comes to using the vehicle.

3.4.

Reflections on the Human Machine Interface

Participants were asked to explore their needs and preferences when it comes to a Human
Machine Interface in a connected driverless vehicle.

3.4.1.

Types of information and updates required

Preferences about the amount of information and updates varied. Participants recognised that
some participants might want to have lots of information and functions that they could control,
while others wanted to keep things as simple as possible.
“I wouldn’t want to have any controls, I’d just want (?) a comfortable box with 4 wheels.”
Group 2
Being able to set your information and update preferences was therefore seen as important to
build into the HMI design.
About the vehicle
Most participants said that they might want to know what the temperature was in the vehicle. A
few requested other items which could potentially be presented in a dashboard format on a
screen or spoken by the vehicle on request:
•
•
•

The speed the vehicle was travelling at
The power or fuel levels
The tyre pressure

Outside the vehicle
Most participants said that they would want to know if they were approaching busy traffic or any
road incidents, particularly if these were likely to cause delays or trigger the vehicle to take a
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different route. This was felt to be particularly important if the vehicle was approaching a busy
area or was travelling during the rush hour.
A small number of participants requested that the HMI could provide reminders about points of
interest along the journey. These updates could be pre-programmed when the user was
considering the journey and route, or triggered during the journey if the user decided they
wanted this. Points of interest along a journey could include sites of historical or cultural
interest (for example landmarks, museums), sites of natural beauty or shops or services, for
example toilets or libraries.
A small number of participants from across the groups called for updates about weather
conditions, especially where this could impact on the speed of the vehicle, estimated arrival
time and the driving style of the vehicle. Some also mentioned the weather conditions are your
destination so that you could be more prepared on leaving the vehicle.
About the journey/destination
As noted previously, ongoing updates on the estimated arrival time was an essential type of
update.
In one group, participants said that it might be useful to have updates about other people
travelling to a destination who they were seeking to meet. Having these updates could help to
reassure passengers that any appointment or social occasion was going ahead as planned.
When considering making a hospital visit, a few participants said that they would like the vehicle
to automatically provide the hospital with an automatic update if they were running late.
Similarly, if the hospital was running behind schedule, it was suggested that it would be helpful
if the hospital could trigger an update for the driverless vehicle.
A few of the carer interviewees said that if the people they cared for were making the journey
on their own or with someone else, they would like to be kept informed about the progress of
the journey. It was suggested that a mobile phone app might be a useful way to get this
information.

3.4.2.

Types of interface

When participants reflected on the types of interface, some underlying priorities emerged:
Simple and user-friendly: whatever the types of HMI used in driverless vehicles, these need to
be as simple and user friendly as possible, so that people with limited confidence and ability to
use technology are not be put off.
Multi-channel: most participants felt that there should be several different ways for a user to
control the vehicle and give or receive information. This was based on a recognition that people
have different preferences and levels of ability when it comes to accessing information and
controlling technology.
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Customisable: A couple of participants stated that if the vehicle HMI provided too much
information this could potentially be overwhelming or off putting. For this reason, some argued
that vehicles should provide only the need to know information.
“I don’t want to have to do too much otherwise I would start having to be a pseudo driver.”
Group 2
Others suggested that the amount of information you receive should be customisable. For
example, one carer suggested that the dashboard of information each user gets could be
selected from a menu of options and then displayed on a screen in different layouts and formats
on a touchscreen. It was also suggested that users should also be able to adjust things like the
font sized used on any in-vehicle HMI screen.
Voice control
Across the groups and interviews, voice control emerged as the most common type of HMI that
was requested. Those suggesting voice control anticipated that any users should be able to speak
to the vehicle to make it do something or tell you something, and the vehicle’s HMI would speak
back to you with updates or questions. Participants suggested that the vehicle could both give
automatic update as well as provide information on request.
“If there was a running commentary instead of the person always having to request – this would
be reassuring for the passenger, that they are on track and on schedule.” Group 3
Carers noted that if they were travelling with the person they cared for voice control would be a
good approach for keeping them involved and aware of what was going on.
A key benefit of a voice controlled HMI identified by many participants was that it would not
require fine motor control, and so it might be an accessible approach for a wide range of users.
“Voice recognition would work well for both of us. It’s very accessible and it would be easier
for my mum, if it’s something she has to physically control that would be more of a challenge.
We would need a guarantee that voice recognition would work; that it would recognise the way
she speaks. It needs to work with different accents as my mum has a thick Scottish accent.”
Carer
Those who suggested voice control as a method included many of the older participants in the
groups and those who said that they were not confident technology users. Most of the
participants who supported the option said that they were not currently using voice control
applications in own their lives. However, they felt confident that would be a sensible approach
to consider.
Many who recommended voice control recognised that this approach brought some technical
challenges in terms of whether the device would be able to successfully recognise different
voices and accents. For this reason, some suggested that before embarking on a journey it would
be important to check that the vehicle could recognise a user’s voice. Having suggested a voice
controlled interface, a few participants also suggested that there was a risk that it might be
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accidentally triggered by someone else who was speaking in the car, as can happen when you
use applications like Siri on mobile phones.
Across the groups and interviews, having identified voice recognition, a few participants
anticipated that the technical challenges associated with voice control HMI would be likely to
diminish as the technology gradually improves in the coming decades.
Touchscreens
Many felt that a large accessible touch screen to control the vehicle and give and receive
information would be another important HMI approach to incorporate into a driverless vehicle.
When thinking about a touchscreen, participants called for large screens, simple layouts, bold
colour schemes and colour coding, and very simple menus and navigation options.
While participants noted that touchscreen would work well for some people, many participants
added that some older people might struggle to use them, especially if the screens were small,
required fine movements (e.g. when swiping or selecting functions) or had a complicated layout.
Furthermore, several participants noted that people who were blind or partially sighted would
not be able to use this option, unless there was some sort of braille technology.
Dials and buttons
A small number of participants preferred the use of simple buttons or dials over touchscreens
when it came to controlling the vehicle (e.g. temperature or music settings). As with
touchscreens, these participants acknowledged that not everyone would be comfortable using
these approaches. For example, it was noted that people with physical impairments or those
lacking dexterity and strength might not be able to use buttons or dials very easily.
Use of an existing device
Views about using a mobile phone app were mixed. Some liked the idea that your tablet or
phone could be used to control a vehicle. These participants felt that this would be a sensible
option providing the device had a reliable Wi-Fi connection to the vehicle and a charging point
so that it would be reliable. A few participants suggested that smart phones had screens which
would be “too small and fiddly” for many older people. Furthermore, some users might struggle
to install an app.

3.4.3.

Making the journey more user friendly and ‘human’

Participants were asked to say how the journey and use of the HMI could be made to feel more
user friendly and more ‘human’. Participants views and preferences around these topics varied.
Overall design of the vehicle
It was suggested by a small number of participants that driverless vehicles did not necessarily
have to look like a traditional car. Instead the features and identifiers that you were in car could
be modified or removed and the space could be more like a small furnished room or even a
“house on wheels”.
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Other suggested that the seating could be more like a sofa than a conventional car seat. Others
called for curtains which could give the vehicle a more homely and comfortable feel. By contrast
one participant suggested that there would be benefits in the vehicle resembling as much as
possible a conventional car, so as not to alarm anyone.
“I would avoid anything too futuristic looking, I’d want it to look like a normal car so as not
alarm anyone.” Carer
The vehicles’ HMI voice
Several participants said that they selected voice control because they thought this might help
to give the vehicle a more “human feel” which could help to put users at ease.
Some participants suggested that the voice used by the vehicle should sound like a human,
rather than “like a robot”. One carer thinking about people with dementia and people who were
autistic suggested that being able to select a voice for the vehicle that was familiar to the user
could help to keep them feel calm and reassured.
Participants had differing views about how often the vehicle should speak to you. Some said they
would like frequent updates throughout their journey and human sounding greetings, while
others wanted the vehicle to keep communication and greetings to a minimum.
“It’s just a vehicle, I don’t want it to have a personality. I think we should keep it neutral and
simple.” Group 2

3.5.

End of the journey

Participants again emphasised the importance of the vehicle having large doors and a reasonable
height, which would allow for a more easy and comfortable exit from the vehicle. Several
suggested that ideally the vehicle would lock automatically once you had left.
Participants across the group said that the vehicle would need to get as close to the destination
point as possible. Many suggested that this might be a problem if there was limited parking.
Reflecting on this challenge, it was common to suggest this could be overcome by the vehicle
dropping off a user and then driving away to the nearest available parking space.
Being dropped off close to your destination was seen as important because the users might well
have mobility challenges or they could get lost or confused having left the vehicle. This was
especially important if the user was going to a health appointment because the layouts of
hospital and health centres could be confusing. Many participants suggested that if the
connected vehicle could send out ongoing updates about the journey and estimated arrival time,
then hopefully someone from the hospital might be able to collect them from the vehicle.
If the vehicle was hired for the specific journey, many participants said it would be important to
consider how easily users would be able to make a return booking and to adjust the collection
time if their needs changed. In busy periods, some participants suggested that flexibility of
collection time would probably be quite limited.
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“Biggest issue with older people is them accepting it – at first they would say no. They could
struggle a lot and probably will. In the early days convincing them that it’s safe and good is
important. They like what they like. But once they use it they would love it but initially, it
would be hard.” Carer
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4.

The carer perspective

The following case studies capture the perspectives of three carers who were asked to reflect on
how they and the person or people they care for might respond to the concept of a connected
driverless vehicles and to identify any design considerations about the overall vehicle and
relating to the HMI. We have selected the three case studies that are most distinct in order to
show the variety of views.
Carer interview case study: Diane is a childminder who lives in Addiscombe and cares for
her parents, both of whom are in their 90s, housebound, and frail.
Her initial reactions to the words ‘driverless vehicles’ were positive, and she is optimistic
that this technology could be highly beneficial for people with severe mobility problems.
She believes that 5 years ago her parents would have been excited and fairly likely to use
a driverless vehicle, however her parents are now older with greater mobility issues, and
would not have the confidence to adopt this new technology.
Diane believes driverless vehicles could help prolong independence in old age as her
parents would not have to rely as much on others to carry out regular tasks, such as doing
the shopping. Diane was confident that improved independence from driverless vehicles
would improve her own quality of life as she would not have to do as many chores for her
parents which would free up her time and remove some of the stress associated with
being a primary carer. Driverless vehicles would also improve her parents’ social life as
they would be able to go into town and visit friends and family locally, instead of relying
on people to visit them.
Diane’s mother had a hip replacement a few years ago and has severe mobility issues,
which makes it difficult entering and exiting current vehicles. If using a driverless vehicle,
it would have to be tailored to accommodate these needs. For example, the height of the
car and seat would have to be suitable to facilitate entry and exit from the vehicle for
somebody with a hip replacement. Diane stated that her mother would require assistance
from somebody when entering and exiting the vehicle, and would not be able to travel
alone. Space inside the vehicle for a wheelchair would also be needed.
With regards to the HMI, Diane feels her parents would want audio and visual interaction
with a minimum number of controls. A ‘normal’ interior, i.e. something like that of
current cars, would make them feel more comfortable using the vehicle. To provide
reassurance during the journey, she believes they would benefit from audio updates on
location and time of arrival, as well as updates on traffic and the weather. They would
also feel more at ease with an emergency button or some way of verbally communicating
with emergency services. Diane would also want to be able to track her parents’ journey
and be informed of delays and diversions, and have the ability to communicate verbally
with her parents whilst in the vehicle.
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Carer interview case study: Joseph lives in Croydon and cares for his wife who is
partially blind and needs help with daily tasks.
Joseph’s initial reaction to the words ‘driverless vehicles’ were positive and he recognises
the opportunities they have to improve people’s lives. Joseph believes that he and his
wife would be very likely to use these vehicles if they were affordable, and thinks that
they could potentially be a safer and much more efficient means of transport.
Joseph believes that driverless vehicles could help restore some of his wife’s
independence as it would allow his wife to travel alone rather than relying on others, for
example when going to the shops or seeing friends and family. Joseph believes that this
would improve her quality of life as well as his own, as it would free up some of Joseph’s
time knowing that his wife could do some things on her own.
With regards to the HMI, Joseph stated that his wife would prefer audio interaction and
voice recognition. If there were controls in the vehicle, for example to change the
temperature, these would have to be simple for somebody who is partially sighted to use.
Joseph suggested that his wife may benefit from a ‘commentary’ button, which users
could press to receive an audio update.
Before and during the journey, Joseph believes that his wife would want to know the
location, estimated time of arrival, traffic, whether conditions, and anything else that
may delay the journey or make it dangerous. In case of emergencies, Joseph suggested
that there should be an emergency button to stop the car and he also suggested that the
vehicle should be connected with emergency services and automatically notify them when
needed. With regards to connectedness, Joseph would also like the vehicle to be able to
connect with destinations to alert them that assistance is required once his wife has
arrived. For example, if his wife arrives at hospital for an appointment then there should
be some way for the hospital to be notified and assist his wife getting from the car to the
appointment room.
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Carer interview case study: Anna lives in Croydon and cares for her 21-year-old son who
has Downs’ Syndrome, is autistic, and has a heart condition. Her son requires full time
care and support and cannot go out unaccompanied.
Anna’s initial reaction to the words ‘driverless vehicles’ were largely positive. She can see
the benefits that it may have for people who care for somebody with a disability, however
she thinks this technology may be too frightening for somebody with less intellectual
ability who may not be able to understand what is going on. Anna said she would be likely
to use a driverless vehicle but she believes her son would be very unlikely to use one
alone, as he would still be unable to make a journey by himself.
Anna does not believe driverless vehicles would have much of an impact on her son’s
independence or quality of life as he would still have to be accompanied every time he
left the house and she does not think he has the cognitive ability to notice any difference.
Though, it may help prevent some of the stress he experiences when travelling, for
example if the vehicle could predict and avoid traffic and delays. Anna also does not
believe that driverless vehicles would have much of an impact on her life as she would
still have to accompany her son on journeys, though it might make it easier to organise
and plan journeys, easier for her to attend to her son’s needs during a journey, and it
would also be useful for others to be able to track their location.
When entering, and exiting the vehicle, Anna said that her son does not require much
support though it would be useful if the doors could open automatically and if the chairs
could swivel. With regards to the HMI, Anna thinks that this should mainly be through
voice-control, though with the option to use buttons as well. To make the experience
more comforting for her son, Anna suggested that she should be able to use her own
voice, or a familiar voice, for the ‘vehicle’s voice’ as some people with severe autism may
find an unfamiliar voice or robotic voice frightening.
Before and during the journey, Anna would want to know the estimated time of arrival
and location which should be displayed on a screen when in the vehicle, or on a mobile
phone when not in the vehicle. When attending a hospital appointment, Anna would also
like to be able to receive information from the hospital, for example whether there are
delays and whether the appointment is running on time.
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5.

Conclusion and next steps

The focus groups and interviews provided an opportunity for members of the public who stand to
benefit from FLOURISH to provide feedback on the concept and to explore needs and
expectations about different elements of the technology and stages of a journey.

Exploring the concept
•

•

•

•

•

Participants explored the topic with a great deal of energy and enthusiasm. Those who stood
to benefit from using driverless vehicles the most, for e.g. those with moderate health
conditions and impairments which affected their ability to travel independently, and younger
disabled people who were very reliant on others to get around, tended to be the most
positive about the potential of driverless vehicles to improve the quality of their lives.
Participants who are current drivers were more likely to say that they would be unlikely to
use driverless vehicles. Reasons for this included, the fact that driving was something they
enjoyed doing and because they valued the sense of control and independence which driving
gave them.
It was suggested that people with complex and profound health needs and cognitive
challenges may struggle to appreciate the benefits of connected driverless vehicles and
would be unlikely to be able to use them if unaccompanied.
Most participants, regardless of their background and mobility needs, posed immediate
questions and concerns about whether these vehicles would be safety and viability of the
technology, especially if they were to share the roads with non-driverless vehicles. For some
participants, sharing the road with non-driverless vehicles was a ‘red line’ they would be
unwilling to cross in terms of their acceptability.
Alongside safety and viability, other priority issues which were discussed included:
o Widespread concern that the vehicles might not be affordable for people, especially
when first launched. Participants suggested hire schemes and government subsidies
might help to make these vehicles affordable.
o Training and support to use driverless vehicles was widely seen as a priority. It was
often suggested that people in the oldest age groups, who were not confident
technology users, would need a greater level of reassurance, training and support
before they could appreciate the benefits of and consider using driverless vehicles.
o Participants felt that it would be important to manage demand for driverless
vehicles. If they became highly accessible there could be a surge in use, leading to an
increase in congestion, energy use and potentially health problems such as obesity, if
users became too reliant on them to get around.

Exploring user needs
When asked to think about a users’ needs participants provided detailed feedback about the
different stages of a journey.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

There was firm agreement that whatever the type of HMI that is developed it must be as
simple and user friendly as possible, and there must be a few different types of interface, so
that people with different communication needs are catered for.
Most said that voice control should be the primary form of HMI because it has the potential
to be intuitive and accessible to the broadest range of users. Those who supported this
approach included older participants who were not confident technology users and those do
not currently use a voice control interface in their everyday lives.
Participants want to be able to control the amount of information and interaction associated
with a journey. The choices they make will depend on personal preferences and the type of
journey taking place.
Feeling safe and secure while travelling was a top priority: with many requesting some form
of panic button and line of communication with carers, relatives and emergency services.
There also needs to be clear systems and procedures in place for when a problem emerges,
for e.g. the technology malfunctions, or the user has a health-related emergency.
Comfortable and accessible vehicle design was very important. Most participants said that
the vehicle needs to have comfortable and adjustable seating, the vehicle should also have
plenty of leg room and height.
There were mixed views about what connected driverless vehicle should look like, including
the interior. A few suggested that the vehicle did not need to look anything like a
conventional car. By contrast, others suggested that mimicking a conventional car might be
reassuring for some users.
Participants were keen that driverless vehicles should make the most of the vehicle’s
connectedness, for e.g. negotiating traffic and road incidents, providing updates about the
vehicles progress to whoever you were meeting, and sharing information with trusted
individuals or services in the event of an emergency.
Across the groups and interviews, a small number of participants raised concerns about the
potential for a user’s personal data, including their movements in the vehicle, to be misused
or intercepted. However, concerns about the overall safety and reliability of the vehicles
appeared to take precedence and tended to be discussed in greater detail.

Next steps
The findings of this research will be shared with the Flourish teams developing the Human
Machine Interface and with the wider programme. They will use it to help influence the
considerations they make when designing and testing the HMI. The first step will involve testing
the HMI in a lab. Later in the project the HMI will be tested in a ‘pod’ vehicle in a research
location.
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Appendix A.
Welcome and introduction (10 mins)
Facilitator to introduce the day and run through some basics (inc. aims of the day housekeeping,
timings, confidentiality and anonymity, refreshments to be provided).
1. Round table introductions: each participant to provide:
a. Their name and where they live
b. How they get around (including modes of transport)
c. Instant response to the words ‘driverless vehicles’
The info we want well be flip charted to help participants answer these questions.
Answers to be captured first on a post-it note, then shared.

Introduction to the discussion (10 mins)
Facilitator to provide a short introduction to the project:
•

Introduce FLOURISH and the role of OPM and partners using the information sheet.

Initial reactions (20 mins)
2. Thinking about the plans to develop driverless vehicles as part of FLOURISH: how
likely or unlikely would you be to use one if they became available in your area?
Explain that:
Whilst these vehicles might be novel and unfamiliar to you, you can assume that the
government has deemed them to be safe to use. A similar situation to compare this to might
be the introduction of mobile phones or microwaves.
Participants to place a small square post-it note with their name/ initials on it across a scale,
with ‘very unlikely’ on the left, ‘maybe’ in the middle, and ‘very likely’ on the right-hand
side.
This question is about getting participants top of mind response. When answering this
question, imagine that:
3. Having placed the post-it note on the scale can you explain why you placed the post-it
where you did?
4. What would be the reasons for and against using driverless vehicles? Think about this
as an individual. Facilitator to use this on a flip chart.
Alternately or in addition to Q4, participants could also be asked to explore what factors
might encourage them to move to the left or right along the scale. E.g. cost, safety,
convenience, accessibility, security.
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Comfort break (5 mins)
Using a driverless vehicle (45 mins)
Facilitator to provide participants with the information sheet and introduce the “Human
Machine Interface” (HMI), explaining that it is the means by which users would interact with the
vehicle (e.g. touch, voice or gestures) and give and receive information during the journey, with
some examples provided to support understanding.
Then spend some time explaining what a connected vehicle is again drawing on the information
sheet.
5. We would now like to explore with you a user/journey case study which describes a
fictional driverless vehicle user and a journey.
Notes would be written on to post-its and placed on to a flip chart template showing the
three stages as below. Facilitators would spend most the time focusing on the middle stage,
and would note to participants that this stage is the main area of interest for the project. If
the group is very efficient and works quickly through the questions it might be possible to
work through two case studies. Although our priority in the first instance is to get a good
level of detail about one case study.
Before
a. How would xxxx expect to prepare and plan for the journey?
b. What support arrangements would xxxx need to get into the CAV and set off?
During
c. Thinking about the design of the vehicle, what might help xxxx to feel comfortable
and secure during the journey?
d. Would xxxx expect to use the vehicle on their own or with others? Why do you say
this?
e. What might xxxx want to have control over and how?
f. What sorts of information and updates might xxxx want about their journey and about
the vehicle? What would be most important vs. nice to have?
g. How might information about the journey and the vehicle be displayed or
communicated? (touch, voice, gestures, type of dashboard)
h. What might make the experience of using the HMI and controlling the vehicle more
user friendly and ‘human’ for xxxx?
After
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i. Once xxxx had arrived at their destination what would need to happen next? What
would be important to think about in terms of the design of the vehicles and the
xxxx’s experience?

And finally… (10 mins)
6. Looking back at the scale and post-its flip chart, now you’ve explored connected
driverless vehicles in more detail have your views shifted at all?
a. What would need to change to encourage you to move towards the right of the
scale?
7. Participants invited to ask any questions about the ongoing work of FLOURISH.
•

Facilitator to explain next steps.

•

Feedback sheets and incentives.
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Appendix B.
Information sheets
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Case studies
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